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Abstract In this paper we discuss the problem of how to discriminate moments of
interest on videos or live broadcast shows. The primary contribution is a system
which allows users to personalize their programs with previously created media
stickers—pieces of content that may be temporarily attached to the original video.
We present the system’s architecture and implementation, which offer users opera-
tors to transparently annotate videos while watching them. We offered a soccer fan
the opportunity to add stickers to the video while watching a live match: the user
reported both enjoying and being comfortable using the stickers during the match—
relevant results even though the experience was not fully representative.
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1 Introduction

It is important to provide mechanisms for discriminating moments of interest in
videos and live broadcast shows. For example, one may need to point to a particular
moment in a video from a web-based video sharing system when delivering a lecture,
or when creating a textual annotation or caption. As for live broadcast, providers
may want to identify a particular moment in the video for advertising purposes.

There are many multimedia standards that allow the specification of moments
and intervals in continuous media [1, 6, 54], methods for analyzing video content to
identify events and activities of interest [12, 53, 57, 58], mechanisms to adapt video
streams to different devices [19, 34, 57] and alternatives for the watching experience
to be personalized by viewers [8, 11, 21, 22, 33, 36] or providers [3, 4, 15]. In the
broadcast industry, it is a common practice to add extra content including animations
and audio effects to live programs such as sports matches, and to recorded programs
such as music videos. Similar approaches have been adopted by commercial video
sharing systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, operations such as these
where viewers can personalize their experience, or mark their moments of interest,
have not been reported.

The Watch-and-Comment authoring paradigm has been presented as the seamless
capture of a user’s comments while watching a video and the association of such
comments with the original media so as to generate interactive videos automatically,
i.e. the original video annotated with the captured comments [7]. In previous work
we defined Watch-and-Comment operators for the discrimination of media moments
and of media intervals within continuous media, and showed how these operators
can be used by applications processing annotations generated collectively by several
users, over distinct instances of media and at different times [52].

The primary contribution of this paper is a system which allows users to per-
sonalize their programs with previously created media stickers—pieces of content
that may be (whether temporarily or not) attached to the original video. We
present the system’s architecture and implementation, which offer users operators
to transparently annotate videos while watching them.

To experiment with our approach, we built an application that allows viewers to
add stickers to interactive video programs running on the Brazilian Interactive TV
Middleware [49, 50], extended to support the discrimination of segments of media by
multiple devices communicating via the UPnP protocol.

In a field trial, we offered a soccer fan the opportunity to add stickers to the
video while watching his favorite team play an important match live on TV. After
the match—during which the system worked as expected—the user reported having
enjoyed applying stickers to personalize his TV watching experience, and offered
several suggestions regarding both the stickers and the system: these are relevant
results even though the field trial was not fully representative.

Our current proof-of-concept application uses only one predefined sticker: this
should be overcome by a new application, which will allow the configuration of a set
of stickers to be used during the broadcast of live shows. Moreover, in our current
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prototype the discriminated moments and intervals of interest cannot be saved: this
will be solved by the integration of the current implementation with services detailed
in previous work [52]. Finally, future qualitative evaluations will consider carrying
out the experiment with groups of users.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a scenario employing
stickers; Section 3 introduces the discrimination of moments and of media intervals
with stickers; Section 4 discusses the prototype infrastructure we built to support the
use of stickers, along with a proof-of-concept application; Section 5 details a field trial
carried out with a real user; Section 6 reviews related works; and Section 7 presents
our final remarks.

2 Motivating scenario

The scenario consists of a group of friends who gather to watch an important football
match broadcast live, and for free, in the Brazilian terrestrial TV system. All friends
are fans of Sport Club Bahia, and about to watch their team play against its biggest
rival: Sport Club Vitoria.

2.1 Sports watching scenario

Dr. Prazeres, a lifetime fan of Sport Club Bahia, invites his friends to watch the
championship’s final match against chief rival Sport Club Vitória. He has bought a
52-inch TV to enjoy the Brazilian terrestrial digital TV system, which is provided with
high definition content with customizable interaction services—all free of charge.

To prepare for the event, Dr. Prazeres buys not only food and drinks but also
glasses with his team’s logo. He hangs a huge flag of his team on the wall. As all of
Dr. Prazeres’s many friends arrive, he concludes the preparation of his TV set-top-
box by downloading pictures, animations, and chant stickers published in the club
website so as to used them during this particular match. Since several friends have
smartphones, Dr. Prazeres explains how they can connect to the TV set-top-box and
add stickers themselves.

The next couple of hours go as happily as planned. When his team enters the
field, Dr. Prazeres proudly adds a sticker with the official anthem. During the match,
each of the goals scored by his team is celebrated with stickers. During the half-
time interval the friends agree that the stickers were intrusive in some moments:
Dr. Prazeres brings a 26-inch TV set from his bedroom and the smartphones are set to
present stickers on the smaller TV. At the end of the match, the happy fans learn that
they can use the information stored in their devices—the moments and intervals in
which they used stickers—if watching the same match again using a recorded version.

2.2 Discussion

The scenario illustrates a particular use of the Watch-and-Comment paradigm [7],
and exploits the possibility of using a remote control or the users’ own mobile
device to interact with the video. In this case, the comment (from the watch-and-
comment point-of-view) corresponds to the discrimination operations associated
with the scenes.
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It is important to observe that the discriminating information can be used at the
time of capture, as in the scenario presented, or in future opportunities, when users
review the best moments of the match, for example.

In both cases, because the selected moments may be recorded in the viewers’
mobile devices, the applications can process the discriminated media moments and
intervals in a distributed, synchronous or asynchronous way (see [52] for examples).

The adoption of personal portable devices such as smartphones demands the use
of a protocol that allows the discovery and the negotiation of services automatically—
as is the case with the UPnP protocol. It also demands the provision of accessible
and intuitive user interfaces—which is always a challenge. Moreover, the overall
communication and information capture and retrieval must be supported by the
underlying middleware.

3 Discrimination of media moments and media intervals with stickers

Our interpretations for continuous media moment and continuous media interval [52]
borrow concepts from Allen and Hayed [2], and are in line with standards that allow
the specification of the temporal behavior of multimedia presentations.

3.1 Discrimination of media moments and media intervals

A continuous media moment is an instantaneous segment of the media which takes
a point ma as a media offset, and a brief tolerance � before and after the offset ma,
as indicated in Fig. 1(a). Similarly to Allen and Hayed’s definition of time moment,
a tolerance � defines the meaning of the word instantaneous in a given context—in
our case, the context is continuous media. The discrimination of a continuous media
interval may be achieved by the specification of a segment of media, a point mb as
the media offset, and a duration of β − α, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Alternatively, it may
be defined as a segment of media delimited by two time moments, mc and md, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

The literature reports important results on how to represent moments and inter-
vals. As far as declarative languages are concerned, both NCL [1] and SMIL [6]
define operators to be used in the specification of the temporal composition of a
multimedia document so that the presentation of each media element is associated
with the presentation of the context in which it is embedded. As a matter of fact,
according to Rogge et al. [47] SMIL allows authors to describe 29 multimedia
interval relationships. As an example, in a SMIL presentation a par (or seq or

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 a Continuous media moment given by media offset and tolerance �. b Continuous media
interval with one media offset and duration of β − α. c Continuous media interval with two media
moments (each with its own defining media offset and tolerance)
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excl) container can group, say, text, video or audio elements, and the duration
of each element may be specified by the intrinsic duration of the media element,
by the duration attribute (e.g., dur="5"), or by attributes giving the start and
end moments of the interval (e.g., begin="4s" end="8s"). In the context of
activation of a single media object, the clipBegin and clipEnd elements allow
the specification of temporal subparts of a media object using the area element
(e.g., <area id="subpart01" begin="4.1s" end="6.9s" />). These el-
ements are also part of the proposal for the SMIL Timesheets specification [56],
whose aim is to provide other XML languages with the timing control provided by
SMIL.

Since NCL also has the power of expression to allow authors to specify the
temporal behavior of more complex multimedia presentations [51] than the one de-
manded by our stickers, both NCL and SMIL offer alternatives for the specification
of stickers as continuous media intervals within multimedia compositions. The
examples discussed in this paper correspond to NCL documents which run in an
NCL-based infrastructure [50].

The HTML 5 specification proposal, in progress [26], has elements to include
video and audio as first class objects. Several proposals are under way to allow
the actual use of moments and intervals so that captions and transcriptions, for
instance, can be related to moments and intervals in video and audio files in an
declarative format. One example is the track element, which is aimed at allowing
authors to specify explicit external timed text tracks for media elements: the
proposal of text track elements include text track cue elements which may
contain start time and end time elements. Another example is the ongoing
effort involving the specification of Media Fragments [54]. The work on Media
Fragments investigates how to specify portions of a media object as a piece of
media in one URI, which allows the play back of a specific portion of a video file
from an external reference, or without reloading the page. The current proposal
suggests the use of an abbreviated syntax that may or may not involve the associated
Normal Play Time [31]—examples are t=10.20 for time moment, [10,20) and
t=npt:120,0:02:01.5 for time interval [120,121.5). From the present work
on HTML 5 and associated specifications, it is clear that there are efforts to provide
specifications for time moments and intervals—what is not clear is whether the
expressive power provided by SMIL and NCL will be supported. This is in line with
the comparison provided by Laiola Guimarães et al. [33] on how SMIL, NCL and
HTML 5 allow end-user time-based annotation.

3.2 Defining stickers with media moments and media intervals

In our scenario viewers can use media stickers to enrich their viewing experience,
which means that multimedia transformations may happen during rendering time—
a category of transformations which has been receiving increasing interest in the last
years [32].

Stickers may have an intrinsic time duration (interval-based stickers) or have
intrinsic time duration equals zero (discrete or instant-based stickers). Examples of
instant-based stickers are graphics and photos; examples of interval-based stickers are
animations and hymns. To be perceived by viewers, the presentation of a sticker
must be associated with a time interval. Therefore, instant-based stickers must be
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specified both by a media moment, as discriminated by users, and by a duration: the
overall result in a continuous media interval.

For interval-based stickers, their presentation may be specified by a media
moment discriminated by the user and by their intrinsic time duration. Moreover,
the presentation of interval-based stickers may also be associated with an explicit
duration, which may cause the playback of a sticker to be interrupted in case the
specified duration is shorter than the original media’s implicit duration.

In the NCL code presented in Listing 1, a sticker is specified by the com-
bination of two media items: the Bahia’s logo (line 15: bahia.png) and its
famous anthem (line 16: anthem-bahia.mp3). The sticker specifies that both
components should be presented in parallel (because all ports specified in the body
(lines 13-14) are started at the same time), each playing for 15 seconds (lines
7-8). A similar document is used in the proof-of-concept application presented in
Section 4.3, and in the field trial discussed in Section 5.

00
00 <!-- Listing 1: sticker with media/bahia.png + anthem-bahia.mp3
00
01 <ncl id="soccer" xmlns="http://www.ncl.org.br/NCL3.0/EDTVProfile">
02 <head>
03 <regionBase>
04 <region id="rgSticker" right="10px" top="10px"

width="150px" height="150px" zIndex="2"/>
05 <region id="rgAnthem"/>
06 </regionBase>
07 <descriptorBase>
08 <descriptor id="dSticker" region="rgSticker" explicitDur="15s"/>
09 <descriptor id="dAnthem" region="rgAnthem" explicitDur="15s"/>
10 </descriptorBase>
11 </head>
12 <body id="main">
13 <port id="pImg" component="img"/>
14 <port id="pAnthem" component="anthem"/>
15 <media id="img" src="media/bahia.png" descriptor="dSticker"/>
16 <media id="anthem" src="media/anthem-bahia.mp3" descriptor="dAnthem"/>
17 </body>
18 </ncl>

In order to make sticker presentations possible, the corresponding discrimination
of media moments and intervals must consider the time relative to the presentation.
In the context of digital TV, the timestamp needed may use the Normal Play
Time (NPT) [31] associated with the media stream: this timestamp indicates the
stream’s absolute position relative to the beginning of the presentation. This solution,
recommended to digital TV systems [48], is adopted in the Brazilian Interactive
TV Middleware [50] and in the specification of the syntax for constructing media
fragment URIs [54], to name a few.

4 Prototype implementation

To provide operators for the discrimination of moments and media intervals for
various applications with different functionalities, we implemented: (a) a service
which runs on top of the set-top-box, and (b) a service which runs on the user’s
mobile device. We observe that our current implementation reuses components that
support the collaborative annotations of points of interest presented in previous
work [44].
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Fig. 2 Ginga-NCL extension:
original Ginga modules are
indicated in white, our
modules are indicated in color

4.1 Discrimination service in the STB

A portion of our implementation runs on top of the Ginga-NCL middleware for
digital TV [50], as depicted in the architecture shown in Fig. 2: the Ginga-NCL’s
original modules are presented in white, whereas our modules are shown in color.
We have redesigned modules presented in previous work [52] so that our extension
can be used in the Resident Applications Layer in a set-top-box with the Ginga
middleware. Once installed, any application may take advantage of the UPnP
protocol for communication with mobile devices, as well as of the Watch-and-
Comment services supporting the capture of the live interaction between the user
and the interactive TV applications, and of the presentation of associated interactive
programs generated on the fly by the server’s portion of application.

Our current implementation includes modules that work as follows:

– Sticker applications allow viewers to personalize their watching TV experience.
These are in the same level as other applications that use the watch-and-
comment paradigm such as the discrimination for later review [52] and services
designed for the home [17];

– the WaC Service module offers the discrimination of moments and intervals in
the network through the UPnP protocol, and allows resident applications to
register themselves to be notified about user interactions;

– the Elementary Stream Recorder module provides for the recording of all ele-
mentary streams in a way that it can be referenced later for presentation;

– the Screen Capture module captures the selected video frame so that it can be
presented later;

– the TV Media Server module provides audiovisual content transparently in the
network;

– the UPnP module implements a code relative to the UPnP protocols so as to
provide its functions to other devices throughout the network;

– the NCL Generator module produces an interactive multimedia document ag-
gregating the information captured by the other modules;

– the StateMachine Manager module captures the current state of a presentation.
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4.2 Discrimination service in mobile devices

Being able to run on mobile devices, the client portion of our prototype’s implemen-
tation is a service that implements a UPnP control point responsible for locating
and using the applications provided by TV set-top-box. The main advantage of
exploring UPnP in this scenario is the use of the plug-and-play alternative to the
communication network: this means that interactive applications can use the service
without demanding that the users perform complex settings.

The overall architecture supports several types of devices, and the discrimination
service running on the client device can be implemented in many programming
languages. The proof-of-concept service we built was developed using the Java Micro
Edition for mobile devices.

The main component in the discrimination service running in the client’s device is
the UPnP control point. It is responsible for locating a UPnP device on the network,
and for allowing the viewer to use the services provided by those devices. When the
discrimination service is initiated on the client device, the search for UPnP devices
is automatically performed. If a device with a Watch and Comment service is found,
the application automatically enables the viewer to use this service via a graphical
interface on the device. As far as the use of UPnP as the underlying communication
protocol is concerned, our work is mostly related to that reported by Holbling et
al. [27], who reported multiuser access to interactive TV platforms using the UPnP
architecture.

4.3 Working scenario

Considering sticker-based annotations like the ones provided by our prototype
implementation, the scenario in which Dr. Prazeres and his friends watch the Bahia
vs. Vitória match would work as follows:

– When Bahia scores its first goal, Dr. Prazeres uses the remote control to add
stickers, as shown in Fig. 3a: an image containing the team’s logo is added along
with the Bahia anthem.

– Elsewhere, an upset Vitória fan adds a sticker with an ashamed version of his
team’s mascot, the lion (Fig. 3b).

– As the match continues, Vitoria’s best player scores a goal. At this moment,
Dr. Prazeres becomes so frustrated that he sticks an upset version of his team’s
mascot to the video while the opponent player celebrates his goal (Fig. 3c).

– Elsewhere, a Vitoria fan celebrates the goal by adding a sticker combining an
image of his team’s mascot and logo with the Vitoria anthem (Fig. 3d).

5 A field trial

In this section we report a field trial carried out with our infrastructure: a soccer fan
who was going to watch an important soccer game was given the opportunity to add
stickers to the presentation any time he wished. The viewer was a fan of Corinthians,
who was playing against its chief rival, Flamengo.
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Fig. 3 Stickers selected by the
users during the match: a when
Bahia scores a goal, Bahia fans
select a sticker supporting
their team while b Vitória fans
select a sticker which shows
their sadness; when c Vitória
scores a goal, Bahia fans select
stickers corresponding to their
frustration and d Vitória fans
select stickers indicating their
happiness

The fan watched the game in the comfort of his home. Along with our service,
we had previously made a single interval-based sticker available in the TV set. This
sticker, which was similar to the one presented in Listing 1, combined the club flag
and the club anthem (see Appendix for the NCL programs). To add the sticker to the
presentation, the viewer used the red button in the remote control. In other words,
the activation of the button by the user caused the club flag to be placed on the screen
and the club anthem to be played back—the club flag was presented on top of the
video in parallel to the playback of the anthem, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

It is worth observing that, when preparing this setting, we decided not to use
smartphones because we did not want its use to interfere with the treatment offered
by the sticker. In other words, we wanted the sticker to be the only novelty for the
user.

5.1 Observation

We observed that, at first, the user planned to activate the sticker only when a goal
was scored—in his comments he was going to use it only after a goal by his team, and
he expected his team to score lot of goals (“at least three” was his comment).

Fig. 4 Stickers added by a user
while watching an important
soccer match at home
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 5 Timeline illustrating important moments of the match. The symbol
√

indicates time instants
in which the fan activated the sticker

The first important moment in the match occurred when his team came close to
scoring a goal, in the 8th min of the first half (Fig. 5a). The user did not use the
sticker at this opportunity, as he had planned to use it only when there was a goal.
When a goal was finally scored at 30 mins of the match, the fan celebrated and used
the sticker. In fact, he activated the sticker several times after the first activation. It
is interesting to note that, despite the fact there was only one sticker, the fan used
it several times, which resulted in a longer intervention in the presentation of the
match (Fig. 5b).

At 48 mins of the match, in the beginning of the second half-time, the fan became
frustrated as the opponent team scored a goal (Fig. 5c). At 55 mins of the match, the
fan enthusiastically used the sticker after his team had come close to scoring a second
goal, had the ball not hit the pole (Fig. 5d). From that moment on, the fan activated
the sticker several times. During the match he thought it would be good to have
stickers to tease the other team in situations where it, or the referee, made mistakes.
In the end, although no other goals were scored, the fan activated the stickers several
times just for fun (Fig. 5e).

5.2 Questionnaire

After this experience, we asked the user to answer a questionnaire containing nine
five-point Likert items and two open questions. When answering the nine items, the
user informed that:

– Thinking about adding a sticker was not a concern during the match
– He was comfortable with adding stickers during the match
– The fact that the sticker added audio on top of the original audio was not a

problem
– The fact that the sticker added an image on top of the video was not a problem
– We would not prefer using an anthem-only sticker
– We would not prefer using a logo-only sticker
– He would have used other stickers had they been available
– He added more stickers than previously expected
– He did not only add stickers in important moments of the match
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In the first open question, the fan suggested other stickers he would like to use,
such as: animated fireworks; images and audio stickers with complaints about the
referee’s decisions; and combined text and audio stickers to make fun of the other
team.

In the second open question, the fan offered the following suggestions: (1) to
provide animated stickers and stickers with transparency; (2) to reduce the original
audio when stickers with audio are used; (3) to offer more stickers; and (4) to allow
the customization of stickers.

5.3 Discussion

From his comments, we observed that the user enjoyed using the sticker. After
applying it a couple of times, he decided to use it more often and suggested other
stickers he would use had they been available.

When answering our questionnaire, the user confirmed our supposition that
adding stickers during the match was not a problem, and that he was comfortable
with doing it. However, although he said that adding the anthem on top of the
original audio was not a problem, he suggested lowering the volume of the broadcast
audio when audio-based stickers were used. Similarly, although he answered that
adding an image on top of the original video was not a problem, he suggested using
transparency when using image-based stickers. The user also made it clear that he
preferred using combined stickers to single-media stickers and mentioned that it
would be interesting to be able to personalize his own stickers rather than only having
predefined ones. The fact that providers commonly use animated stickers on their
programs may have inspired the user to request such animations to be made available
to the end-user as well. Moreover, the request for personalization was expected as
fans are used to personalizing their cell phones with ring tones from their teams1 and
the screen of their personal computers with professional wallpapers, for example.2

This experience shows a user enjoying adding stickers to a live program. In the
field trial the system worked as expected, and the user reported being comfortable
with using stickers during the match—even though the field trial is not fully repre-
sentative, these are relevant results.

In many scenarios, it is important to register this user-interaction so that the
discriminated moments and intervals are associated with the original media.

6 Related work

It is important to be able to identify which portions of videos or live broadcast shows
are of interest to viewers. In the context of broadcast TV, for example, specialized
audience measurement research institutes worldwide3 must collect data regarding

1E.g. http://www.gsmfans.com.br/index.php?topic=602.0 currently offers ring tones from 39 Brazilian
teams.
2E.g. http://www.ecvitoria.com.br/site/papeldeparede/default.jsp offers wallpapers of the Vitoria
Sport Club.
3http://www.international-television.org/tv_audience_measurement_research_boards_and_institutes.
html

http://www.gsmfans.com.br/index.php?topic=602.0
http://www.ecvitoria.com.br/site/papeldeparede/default.jsp
http://www.international-television.org/tv_audience_measurement_research_boards_and_institutes.html
http://www.international-television.org/tv_audience_measurement_research_boards_and_institutes.html
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which and where each of the many available channels is watched at any given time.
If available, a list of moments of interest may be used by indexing, summarizing,
annotation, recommendation or personalization services.

Personalization and collaboration has become a mandatory feature on several
commercial video-related services. In the U.K., the BBC’s Internet-based radio and
TV on-demand platform, iPlayer,4 has made efforts to provide users with a novel
personalization interface, recommendation services integrated to social networks,
and synchronous chat based on existing message exchanging services. Similar fea-
tures are offered in the U.S. by the Hulu5 video-on-demand service. In a different
category, Boxee6 is a software application (with optional hardware) designed for TV
which enables connectivity to video servers for download and playback. As the other
two, Boxee also allows users to view, rate and recommend content to friends via
existing social network providers. Systems like these allow remote users to share their
watching TV experience in a somewhat more structured way than they already do
when watching TV and connecting on their favorite social networking and chatting
services—the latter being investigated for the extraction of points of interest [55].

Regarding the identification of portions of interest, researchers investigate both
preprocessing and live processing of videos, as well as the use of explicit or implicit
viewer input. Preprocessing may involve the extraction and clustering of video shots
to create a thumbnail version of the video [12], a video summary [24, 35, 40, 53],
or a storyboard [23]. Preprocessing may also demand the tracking of recorded user
preferences to provide recommendations [16, 20, 28]. Researchers also investigated
the cropping [19] or the indexing and adaptation [34] of the video for various devices.
The determination of events of interest that take implicit user input into account
includes monitoring instant text [55] and multimodal messages [38] exchanged by
viewers while watching the video, or monitoring viewers’ facial expressions [37, 59].
The possibility of adding temporary stickers is a novel and ubiquitous form users
have to indicate portions of interest in the programs they are watching.

Regarding personalization, there are several opportunities for users to personalize
their watching TV experience—examples have been reported in the literature in the
context of interactive television both on the server side [15, 30] and on the client
side [13, 39, 45]. Early efforts were geared towards offering TV viewers extra related
contents [21], or offering them the opportunity to skip TV content [22]. The selection
of moments of interest also made it possible to investigate how to allow viewers
to go back and forth on the video and to add annotations [36]. The need to offer
possibilities of personalization has led to efforts that include offering powerful search
mechanisms [41], integration with semantic web technologies [4], and the processing
of metadata [30] to extract the emotional atmosphere in the media [42], among many
other efforts involving mining in multimedia streams [58]. Advertising has also been
a motivation for investigations involving personalization [3]. Personalized authoring
by the end-user has also been investigated when content starts from scratch in mobile
devices [5]. Personalization integrating interactive TV and the home environment

4http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer
5http://www.hulu.com
6http://www.boxee.tv

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer
http://www.hulu.com
http://www.boxee.tv
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has demanded research involving mobile devices [17, 18, 27]. Considering the above,
the possibility of adding temporary stickers is a novel form of personalization.

The association of additional contents to TV programs has been reported in the
literature, as in the cases of the AmigoTV [13] and CollaboraTV [39] systems, but
in theses cases the research focus was on television-based communication. Coppens
et al. [13] allowed remote viewers using their AmigoTV system to add animations
to their video—and the animation was shared among collaborating users. The
presentation of extra contents associated with a program was also allowed in the
CollaboraTV application [39]: the system allowed users to collaborate synchronously
or asynchronously by selecting avatars to report the users’ opinion by text or expres-
sions associated with a particular time offset in the video. In both cases, the focus
of the authors was on allowing communication among remote users. A recent work
has proposed monitoring the communication among users in conventional messaging
systems to allow the identification of events of interest within video content [55].
The possibility of adding temporary stickers is a novel form of associating additional
contents to TV programs.

As far as the annotation on continuous media is concerned, the literature reports
works with different purposes. Goularte et al. [25] investigate the use of annotation
on video frames by pen-based electronic ink or voice recognition—the annotations
are, in both cases, converted to text so that an XML document can be generated
to reference all media corresponding to each annotation session. A comprehensive
approach to enrich multimedia interactive documents has been proposed by César
et al. with focus on secondary screens [8, 9]. In another research effort, Costa et
al. [14] propose a model in which annotations are made based on temporal data and
multi-tracks, and each track has a perspective of the same video content. In a multi-
user environment, the collaborative aspect can be exploited through the tracks: users
define tracks and then are able to make annotations. In a complementary approach
to our work, Ramos and Balakrishnan [46] exploit various techniques of visualization
and interaction for fluid navigation, segmentation, linking and annotating digital
video by means of digitizer tablets supporting pen-based input.

In comparison with previous technologies, interactive digital TV has the potential
to offer many types of user-video interactions and viewer-service interactions. Inter-
activity may occur, for instance, by means of access to external services, made possi-
ble by the computing power and communication capabilities that can be incorporated
into TV sets. These features open new opportunities for research, since new types of
services, applications and interaction paradigms can be exploited. Examples include
the investigation of alternatives for supporting social interaction via TV-related
asynchronous interaction among viewers by means of implicit recommendations of
TV shows [39], as well as the use of synchronous explicit recommendation [13].
Another example is the study of communication choices and practices in TV-based
text and voice chat [29]. Yet another example is the investigation of how passive users
can interact more directly with the content they watch in TV-environments [10].
A more comprehensive study has involved four concepts for social sharing: frag-
ment, tag, enrich, and send [11]. As a final example, our own previous work, the
Watch-and-Comment authoring paradigm, proposes the capture of the comments
made by viewers while watching TV programs, so that the comments are treated
as multimodal annotations used to automatically create user-annotated interactive
videos [7, 43].
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A recent approach has extended the concept of collaboration with video even
further: in the proposal by Jansen et al. [32], the interaction is centered around a
distributed shared activity whose communication is based on video exchange. Sup-
ported by SMIL-based implementations, this work has led to a preliminary version
of a new model for editing operations on active temporal multimedia documents.

Inspired by earlier results on the Watch-and-Comment authoring paradigm, in
previous work we explored its approach in the definition of operators for the
collective discrimination of moments and of media intervals within continuous
media [52]—the aim was to allow the merging of annotations by individual users,
for instance. We built applications in which users were expected to discriminate one
scene when they recognized a particular value for the scene with respect to another
scene, the value being associated with the context of the application. Compared with
our previous work, as well as with other works related to annotation and to the
identification of moment of interest, the main novelty of the approach presented
in this paper is the ease-of-use to discriminate moments of interest during a program
and the capture of the corresponding moments and intervals.

7 Final remarks

The sticker-based application described in this paper is an example of how users
can engage with the possibility of interacting directly with the content they watch
and comment in informal settings such as their homes. From a personalization
perspective, our stickers are similar to the feature commonly offered by webcams and
digital cameras, which allow users to associate predefined effects to a video captured
by the device. As stated in our proposal, users may download effects from web-based
repositories.7

Given the presented design, infrastructure, applications and field trial, we argue
that the value of our sticker-based specialization of the watch-and-comment para-
digm lies in its simplicity and generality.

Among the lessons we learned from the design, implementation and field trial
reported in this paper, the following may be considered by other researchers. First,
in scenarios where users are expected to be active, it is paramount that the task
expected from the user adds value to the user’s experience immediately. Other
services may be offered a posteriori, as in our case with registering the moments
and intervals for later review, but they will not be possible if the user does not act as
expected.

Second, it is paramount that we understand how the users usually perform the
tasks so that their actions can be ubiquitously included in the design.

Third, from an architectural perspective, it is essential that services and appli-
cations be integrated by means of standard infrastructures and specifications. We
expect that our current implementation will facilitate the development of extensions,
which can be experimented in other platforms, such as the Web, using other
standards, e.g. SMIL, and in other environments.

Future work includes working on the limitations of our current proof-of-concept
application. We intend to design a new application which allows the configuration

7An example is http://www.creative.com/mylivecam/livecentral/downloads.aspx

http://www.creative.com/mylivecam/livecentral/downloads.aspx
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of sets of stickers. Moreover, to allow the current prototype to save and share the
discriminated moments and intervals of interest, we plan to update some of our
previous work [52] with respect to our current architecture. We plan to experiment
new modules supporting the Zeroconf protocol,8 which should leverage the use of a
wide range of devices for the discrimination of media moments and intervals. We also
plan to formalize an API corresponding to our current implementation to facilitate
the building of new applications. Attention will also be given to studies currently
demanded in terms of new qualitative evaluations that consider groups of users in
novel scenarios.
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Appendix: NCL documents used in experiment

The NCL program in Listing 2, equivalent to the one presented in Listing 1,
corresponds to a sticker presenting the Corinthians logo and anthem for 15 s.

00
00 <!-- Listing 2: soccer-Corinthians.ncl
00 sticker with media/Corinthians.png + anthem-Corinthians.mp3
00
01 <ncl id="soccer" xmlns="http://www.ncl.org.br/NCL3.0/EDTVProfile">
02 <head>
03 <regionBase>
04 <region id="rgSticker" right="10px" top="10px"

width="150px" height="150px" zIndex="2"/>
05 <region id="rgAnthem"/>
06 </regionBase>
07 <descriptorBase>
08 <descriptor id="dSticker" region="rgSticker" explicitDur="15s"/>
09 <descriptor id="dAnthem" region="rgAnthem" explicitDur="15s"/>
10 </descriptorBase>
11 </head>
12 <body id="main">
13 <port id="pImg" component="img"/>
14 <port id="pAnthem" component="anthem"/>
15 <media id="img" src="media/Corinthians.png" descriptor="dSticker"/>
16 <media id="anthem" src="media/anthem-Corinthians.mp3" descriptor="dAnthem"/>
17 </body>
18 </ncl>

The NCL code in Listing 3 is equivalent to the one used in the original broadcast.

00
00 <!-- Listing 3: original interactive program
00
01 <ncl id="program" xmlns="http://www.ncl.org.br/NCL3.0/EDTVProfile">
02 <head>
03 <regionBase>
04 <region id="rgVideo" width="100
05 </regionBase>
06 <descriptorBase>
07 <descriptor id="dVideo" region="rgVideo"/>
08 </descriptorBase>

8http://www.zeroconf.org

http://www.zeroconf.org
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09 <connectorBase>
10 <importBase documentURI="ConnectorBase.ncl" alias="conn"/>
11 </connectorBase>
12 </head>
13 <body>
14 <port id="pVideo" component="video"/>
15 <media id="video" src="media/video.mp4" descriptor="dVideo"/>
16 </body>
17 </ncl>

The NCL program in Listing 4, edited on the fly on the set-top-box, extends the
program in Listing 3 to allow a user to add the sticker (Listing 2) while watching
the match. The presentation of the sticker is activated when the user presses the red
button in the remote control, and may be canceled by the user pressing the blue
button.

It is interesting to observe than the new document is simple, as it should be, and
that the temporal consistency is maintained, as expected [32].

00
00 <!-- Listing 4: (live) edited interactive program importing sticker from Listing 2
00
01 <ncl id="program" xmlns="http://www.ncl.org.br/NCL3.0/EDTVProfile">
02 <head>
03 <importedDocumentBase>
04 <importNCL documentURI="soccer-Corinthians.ncl" alias="sticker"/>
05 </importedDocumentBase>
06 <regionBase>
07 <region id="rgVideo" width="100
08 </regionBase>
09 <descriptorBase>
10 <descriptor id="dVideo" region="rgVideo"/>
11 </descriptorBase>
12 <connectorBase>
13 <importBase documentURI="ConnectorBase.ncl" alias="conn"/>
14 </connectorBase>
15 </head>
16 <body>
17 <context id="ctxSticker" refer="sticker#main"/>
18 <port id="pVideo" component="video"/>
19 <media id="video" src="media/video.mp4" descriptor="dVideo"/>
20 <link xconnector="conn#onKeySelectionStart">
21 <linkParam name="keyCode" value="RED"/>
22 <bind role="onSelection" component="video" />
23 <bind role="start" component="ctxSticker" />
24 </link>
25 <link xconnector="conn#onKeySelectionAbort">
26 <linkParam name="keyCode" value="BLUE"/>
27 <bind role="onSelection" component="video" />
28 <bind role="abort" component="ctxSticker" />
29 </link>
30 </body>
31 </ncl>
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